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NAME
perl5005delta - what's new for perl5.005

DESCRIPTION
This document describes differences between the 5.004 release and this one.

About the new versioning system
Perl is now developed on two tracks: a maintenance track that makes
 small, safe updates to released 
production versions with emphasis on
 compatibility; and a development track that pursues more 
aggressive
 evolution. Maintenance releases (which should be considered production
 quality) have 
subversion numbers that run from 1 to 49, and
 development releases (which should be considered 
"alpha" quality) run
 from 50 to 99.

Perl 5.005 is the combined product of the new dual-track development
 scheme.

Incompatible Changes
WARNING: This version is not binary compatible with Perl 5.004.

Starting with Perl 5.004_50 there were many deep and far-reaching changes
 to the language 
internals. If you have dynamically loaded extensions
 that you built under perl 5.003 or 5.004, you can 
continue to use them
 with 5.004, but you will need to rebuild and reinstall those extensions
 to use 
them 5.005. See INSTALL for detailed instructions on how to
 upgrade.

Default installation structure has changed
The new Configure defaults are designed to allow a smooth upgrade from
 5.004 to 5.005, but you 
should read INSTALL for a detailed
 discussion of the changes in order to adapt them to your system.

Perl Source Compatibility
When none of the experimental features are enabled, there should be
 very few user-visible Perl 
source compatibility issues.

If threads are enabled, then some caveats apply. @_ and $_ become
 lexical variables. The effect of 
this should be largely transparent to
 the user, but there are some boundary conditions under which 
user will
 need to be aware of the issues. For example, local(@_) results in
 a "Can't localize lexical 
variable @_ ..." message. This may be enabled
 in a future version.

Some new keywords have been introduced. These are generally expected to
 have very little impact 
on compatibility. See New INIT keyword, New lock keyword, and New qr// operator.

Certain barewords are now reserved. Use of these will provoke a warning
 if you have asked for them 
with the -w switch.
 See our is now a reserved word.

C Source Compatibility
There have been a large number of changes in the internals to support
 the new features in this 
release.

Core sources now require ANSI C compiler

An ANSI C compiler is now required to build perl. See INSTALL.

All Perl global variables must now be referenced with an explicit prefix

All Perl global variables that are visible for use by extensions now
 have a PL_ prefix. New 
extensions should not refer to perl globals
 by their unqualified names. To preserve sanity, we 
provide limited
 backward compatibility for globals that are being widely used like sv_undef 
and na (which should now be written as PL_sv_undef, PL_na etc.)

If you find that your XS extension does not compile anymore because a
 perl global is not 
visible, try adding a PL_ prefix to the global
 and rebuild.

It is strongly recommended that all functions in the Perl API that don't
 begin with perl be 




